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• Clear feedback to patients, where patients can easily 
get feedback about the quality of the movements they are 
performing. 

• Clear target goals, where patients understand how many 
repetitions to perform, and how close they are to their target. 

• Movement tracking for OTs, to alleviate the manual process 
of tracking progress over time.

Three design goals were set to improve motivation for 
patients, yet decreasing the mental load that requires 
them to learn a new action, while supporting therapists’ 
work.

Our interest is to introduce changes that; do not fundamentally 
change the exercise apparatus, and include only low-cost 
components that are easily implemented.

Focus on tracking simple indexes of movement instead of 
precise measurements, including: number of movements, duration 
of arm movement, quality of movement, range of motions, and 
common posture.

We propose a low-cost hacking of existing occupational therapy 
equipment within a community center. This approach is philosophically 
consistent with the creative, pragmatic approach therapists take in 
their work, and is likely to lead to better acceptance without sacrificing 
the quality of exercises.

Problems in a community care center:
• Community center-based occupational therapists (OTs) oversee numerous 

patients everyday, thus have limited manpower for supervising and encouraging 
patients’ participation. 

• Proper and adequate movements are crucial for recovering, yet these exercises 
are monotonous and boring for patients . 

• Manual recording of patient’s progress leads to untimely adjustment and 
intervention. 

We demonstrate the intervention through pilot modification with 
Forearm Skateboard & Pinch Tree Exercise.

A short within-subject study with the modified devices shows 
the feasibility of tracking simple motions indexes of the patients. 
This simple tracking method is an alternative to placing sensors 
on the body, as it does not interfere with patients’ movement, 
and is more hygienic (easy to sanitise).

Future work can focus on better visualisation of data to support 
OTs’ decision-making and planning; automating increase/decrease 
of difficulty levels (e.g. by adding weight or changing resistance) to 
support progressive training. 

(A) Traditional; (B) Modified: i) LED visual indicator ii) microcontroller, (iii) 
score display, iv) range modules, v) board with copper tape as sensor, vi) 
power supply

Diagram of the interactive elements of the forearm skateboard exercise

Examples of modified training devices. A: Forearm Skateboard, B: Pinch-Tree.

(A) Traditional; (B) Modified: i) score display, 
ii) pinch clips with copper tape, (iii) copper 
tape on the side of the board, (iv) visual marker 
to guide where to pinch, (v) one LED section 
triggered by one pinch, (vi) the base box 
containing the clips and control system
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